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SO LORN
Deputy Director Department of Forest Industry and International Cooperation, Forestry Administration
• Law of Forestry (Act.25, 52, 72, 73, 75), Customs Law.
  - Quota of Imp-Exp (Q/I, Q/E)
  - License of Imp-Exp (L/I, L/E)
  - Permit to transport of FP & by-Pro for Imp-Exp (PC-IMEX)
  - Permit to transport of Goods
  ❖ Provide the original legal documents
• Sub-decree No.131អនក្រ.បរ/28th Nov 2006
• Sub-decree No.209អនក្រ.បរ/31 Dec 2007
• Private Plantation Guideline; provide incentive to private owned plantation (Technical, Seedling and free of charge for premium fee).
The thematic areas identified for the FLEGT Roadmap such as:

(1) Timber legality definition development
(2) Legal and regulatory reform and consultation contribution to existing legal reform process and focus on Forestry Administration mandate
(3). Promote capacity building
(4). Select model areas for effective piloting of the trading of the timber originated from community forestry and family tree plantation”.

Meanwhile MAFF approved these thematic areas for guiding FLEGT Roadmap implementation.
• TWG-FR Meeting (June 2019)
  - Output 1: Sustainable production and community forests management improved
  - Output 2: Forests biodiversity protected and improved
  - Output 3: Forest Law Enforcement, and Governance Improved => Development of FLEGT Road for Cambodia

• TWG-FR Meeting (October 2019)
  (Discuss and endorsed the formation of a Sub-Working Group (SWG) on FLEGT under TWG-FR and define ToRs)
Way Forward

-Hold first meeting of SWG on FLEGT to further discuss and refine the FLEGT Roadmap, and identify 5-10 initial priority activities and stakeholders best positioned to implement them.

-Seek endorsement from DG ENV and FA/MAFF on the Roadmap, or agreement in principle to move forward with a few selected initial priority activities while the Roadmap is being finalized.

-Stakeholders submit written proposals to FAO focusing on these selected initial priority activities. Proposals undergo technical review and SWG endorsement

-Endorsed FLEGT projects are operationalized and begin implementation.
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